STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
2022 ORGANIZATION CHART (as of 6/30/22)
1/ Downgraded to Planner IV, SR-22
2/ Pseudo 90021A/position #123190, Special Assistant to the Chairperson. Position authorized eff 7/1/19 pursuant to HB 116, SLH 2019. Temporary NTE 6/30/22. Position to be converted to civil service position.
3/ Pseudo 99012A/position #122967 & pseudo 99013A/position #123214, General Professional Vs. SR-24 authorized pursuant to Act 53, SLH 2018. Placement subject to non-delegated reorg.
ANIMAL DISEASE CONTROL BRANCH
VETERINARY PROGRAM MANAGER I (DVM) 2827 EM-05

IMPORT RECEIVING AND COMPLIANCE SECTION
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 122402 SR-26

AQUATIC SECTION
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. III 38211 SR-28

DISEASE SURVEILLANCE & INVESTIGATION SECTION
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 5973 118397 /1 SR-26

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS PROJECT
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 93007A SR-26

LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR II 93008A SR-13

HAWAII DISTRICT
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 2829 SR-26

OAHU DISTRICT
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 2829 SR-26

LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR II 122570 SR-13

MAUI DISTRICT
VETERINARY MED. OFCR. II 2828 SR-26

SECRETARY II 9907 SR-14

LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR II 2913 42287 122283 SR-13

LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR II 2913 42287 122283 SR-13

STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ANIMAL INDUSTRY DIVISION
ANIMAL DISEASE CONTROL BRANCH
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART

1/ Temporary position, NTE 6/30/23
ANIMAL QUARANTINE BRANCH

VETERINARY PROGRAM MANAGER I (DVM)
46453 EM-05

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

VETERINARY SERVICES

VETERINARY MEDICAL OFFICER I
19419 34329 SR-24

ANIMAL HEALTH TECHNICAL SERVICES

VETERINARY ASSISTANT
44919 44920 47984 SR-14

LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR II
42289 1/1 117058 SR-13

ANIMAL QUARANTINE OPERATIONS

CLERICAL SERVICES

CLERICAL SUPERVISOR III
9799 SR-14

ACCOUNTING UNIT

ACCOUNT CLERK III
17731 SR-11

OFFICE ASSISTANT III
25098 32994 36601 45389 SR-08

1/ Downgraded to Livestock Inspector I, SR 11
1/ Position downgraded to Professional Trainee I (Ag Loan Officer), SR-16.
2/ Position reclassified to Agricultural Loan Officer V, SR-24.
3/ Position downgraded to Professional Trainee III (Ag Loan Officer), SR-20.
1/ Downgraded to PQI IV, SR-22
2/ Downgraded to PQI II, SR-18
3/ Downgraded to PQI I, SR-16
4/ Position reclassified to PQI IV, SR-22, to be placed via delegated reorg.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

1/ Temporary position, NTE 6/30/23
2/ Positions placed & accepted in previous FY org charts submittals. Placement to be formally acknowledged via forthcoming delegated reorganization.
3/ Position downgraded to Pest Control Technician III, SR-11
4/ Position #122061Secretary II, SR-14, to be placed via delegated reorg. Previously authorized as a Noxious Weed Specialist III, SR 20.
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

CHEMICAL/MECHANICAL CONTROL SECTION

NOXIOUS WEED SPECIALIST VI
7018 SR-26

OAHU DISTRICT

NOXIOUS WEED SPECIALIST IV
24822 SR-22

HAWAII DISTRICT

NOXIOUS WEED SPECIALIST IV
11998 SR-22

PEST CONTROL TECH III
121920 /1 SR-11

MAUI DISTRICT

NOXIOUS WEED SPECIALIST IV
122275 SR-22

PEST CONTROL TECH III
121971 /1 SR-11

KAUAI DISTRICT

NOXIOUS WEED SPECIALIST IV
44095 SR-22

PEST CONTROL TECH III
121919 /1 SR-11

1/ Positions placed & accepted in previous FY org charts submittals. Placement to be formally acknowledged via delegated reorganization.